
PLATEAU
Urban furniture  
a better living for all 



PLATEAU 
Growing from level to level
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I had a vision – quite a big one. Back in 2016, my 
vision was clear and simple: to rethink elements in 
urban spaces with regards to social interaction,  
usability, materials, and to top it all, the integration 
of technology to make a better living for all people. 

I fulfilled my vision in cooperation with Holscher 
Design, and since then out-sider gave birth to a 
range of outstanding designs. 
 

They are all based on the same DNA and philoso-
phy with simple but characteristic shapes. 
The Plateau family is a reality. My dream came true.

Ib Mogensen
out-sider a/s
Founder & CEO



THE DESIGNERS – HOLSCHER DESIGN
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Holscher Design is one of Scandinavia’s most recognized 
and award-winning design studios, with more than 25 years 
of experience. Their collaboration with out-sider began with 
a design competition concerning the development of radical 
new table/bench set for public spaces, where their winning 
proposal – Plateau Picnic – was chosen. 

The design has iconic and graphic qualities, while being a 
coherent, innovative piece of furniture with many seats in 
socially oriented formations – inviting people to interact 
with each other. Holscher Designs intention was to create a 
product family. We now welcome the new family members. 



THE PLATEAU FAMILY
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PLATEAU PICNIC O PLATEAU SEAT

PLATEAU PICNIC L

PLATEAU PICNIC I

PLATEAU PICNIC 
BACKREST

PLATEAU PLINTH

PLATEAU BENCH

PLATEAU TECHHUB

PLATEAU POINT SUN

PLATEAU SUNHUB
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THE HPL MATERIAL
A bench made of paper

“We source these raw materials  
from vendors certified according to the 

standards FSC® or PEFC. These standards 
ensure that the wood is produced in com-

pliance with internationally applicable 
rules for sustainable forestry.”



COLOURS
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The frame is made of galvanized steel 
further emphasizing Plateau’s robust-
ness, while preserving elegant and 
clean look. Highly UV- and weather-
resistant, solid mechanical quality and 
durability. Plateau’s materials require 
no maintenance other than soap and 
water.

HPL stands for ‘high pressure laminate’. With 
sustainability in mind, our laminate panels are 
made from wood processed into “kraft papers”. 
This wood is a by-product of sawn lumber from 
sawmills. 

50 such kraft papers are compressed together 
with a resin to create our 12mm laminate panels. 

The Plateau-series is built for longevity. Originally, 
the HPL material was developed for decorating 
building facades. As such, the material tolerates 
changes in weather conditions, is waterproof and 
can be outdoors 365 days a year. 

The panel is robust, has a sleek, exclusive look, 
and is easy to maintain. After its 30+ year  
service cycle has ended, the panel can be 
chopped to pieces, and disposed of thermally 
without the emission of environment harming 
toxins. 

Our HPL panels come in two surface  
variants, a textured surface and a 
smooth surface. Regardless of what  
variant is chosen, HPL comes in a variety 
of color options. Both variants are  
pleasant to the touch – in winter it’s not 
cold, and in summer it’s not scolding hot.
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PICNIC
 Come together
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Plateau Picnic is the ‘mother’ of the Plateau-
family, the embodiment of the Plateau series 
design values. A stringent and graphical piece of  
furniture, where the dimensions of the design 
allows for 8-12 seats in a socially oriented forma-
tion. Three variants of Plateau Picnic available, 
suitable for all age groups and user needs.
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PICNIC O+I+L
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All models have been prepared for 
the backrest. It is possible to fit a 
backrest to both sides of the Picnic. 
The backrest is manufactured in the 
same color variants as the Picnic.

PICNIC BACKREST    
Lean back



SUNHUB    
Power to the People

Regular cleaning of the solar panel is 
advised to maximize functional capacity.
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The Picnic has been prepared for “tech 
extras”. Our tech extras use the same 
interface as the 2 dics on the Picnic.



DISPLAY charging indicator 

QI wireless charging 
SunHub elevates Plateau  
Picnic to another level. SunHub 
adds a third ‘plateau’ to the 
furniture, enabling new techni-
cal features and new applica-
tion possibilities. 

With SunHub, Plateau Picnic 
becomes more than just a 
piece of furniture, it becomes 
a social ‘hub’. It allows people 
to listen to music via built-in 
speakers and Bluetooth con-
nection, charge their phones 
wirelessly or by cable and  
PC-charging. 

During the evening hours, light 
from the SunHub grazes the 
tabletop, creating a cozy at-
mosphere. The SunHub is 100% 
solar- powered, resistant to 
weather conditions, intelligently 
controlled and CO2-neutral.
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Just like SunHub, the Tech-
Hub adds another layer 
of user interactions and 
application areas to the 
Picnic table. Where Sun-
Hub is solar-powered, the 
TechHub is powered by 
cable (230V) allowing for 
indoor and outdoor use. 
Tech-Hub features four 
wireless chargers and has 
the same powerful Blue-
tooth speaker setup and 
cabled charging options as 
SunHub. TechHub comes 
in the same color variants 
as the Picnic table/bench 
set and is resistant to all 
weather conditions. 

TECHHUB    
Power to the People
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Mount Point Sun on top of  
Picnic and the light will  
automatically turn on at dusk. 
Because of the integrated 
solar cells and electronics, 
Point Sun is 100% energy self-
reliant and therefore CO2-
neutral. The unit works all 
year around and conserves 
energy during winter, by  
dimming down.
 

POINT SUN       
      Light up the darkness 
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BENCH & PLINTH 

The bench and plinth have their clear origins in 
the original Plateau Picnic. The simple design 
and the 2.8m long seat provide plenty of  
seating, as well as the possibility for people to 
group at each end. The unique design provides 
seating for 5-6 people. Suitable for all age 
groups. 

The city’s respite
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The virtually maintenance free 
bench and plinth are perfect 
for public spaces where their 
curved and elegant lines com-
plements the architecture and 
the urban space
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BENCH & PLINTH 

Side-tables can be mounted in different 
positions and be used as a table and/
or armrest. Same material and color as 
bench/plinth; durable and made to last. 
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By combining bench and plinth in different 
ways, it is possible to create a variety of solu-
tions both functional, aesthetical and social.  
Simply put, you can create inner space in 
outer space. 
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SEAT     
Be together
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Seats represent the essence of the Plateau 
family. It ‘floats’ close to the concrete sur-
face and pleasantly breaks the rectangular 
structure of the urban space. Depending on 
the seat size, it accommodates 1-4 people 
and side-tables can be fitted on all versions.
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REFERENCES  

• Ellen, electric driven ferry, DK
• Royal Holloway University of London, UK
• Nyenrode Business University, NL
• Marasi Drive in Business Bay in Dubai, UAE
• Outdoor park - EDF (French electricity), Tours, FR
• National Park of Ruissalo, Turku, FI
• Elementary School, Herisau, CH
• Grundschule Führichstraße, München, DE
• University Hospitals Leuven, BE

For more references please go to:
www.out-sider.dk/en/references



Plateau seat
armrest-table

Plateau O Plateau L Plateau I

Plateau picnic
backrest

Plateau bench
backrest

Plateau plinth
armrest-table

Plateau picnic
SunHub

Plateau picnic
TechHub

Plateau picnic
Point Sun

Plateau wall
comming soon
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ViZU – an easy and quick visualization tool to help 
you configurate and render your own set-up of the  
Plateau family.
Try it – ViZU tool is to be found on our website.

ViZU    
An on-line tool to vizualize your dreams



out-sider a/s
Kigkurren 8A,  
Islands Brygge
2300 Copenhagen S 
Denmark

www.out-sider.dk
sales@out-sider.dk  
+45 2261 7420

DENMARK & SWEDEN
out-sider a/s
www.out-sider.dk 
www.out-sider.dk/se

BELGIUM & LUXEMBOURG
PANACHE B.V.B.A
www.panache-straatmeubilair.be

CZECH REPUBLIC
mmcité a.s.
mmcité is also representing
out-sider in these countries:
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Slovakia
USA 
www.mmcite.com

FINLAND
Vitreo Oy
www.vitreo.fi

FRANCE
Concept Urbain
www.concepturbain.com

GERMANY & AUSTRIA
UNION - FreiraumMobiliar
Eisen-Jäger Kiel GmbH
www.union-freiraum.de

THE NETHERLANDS
Tjinco bv
www.tjinco.nl

NORWAY
Wesp as
www.wesp.no

SLOVENIA
CONA PLUS D.O.O
www.conaplus.si

SWITZERLAND
GTSM Magglingen AG
www.gtsm.ch

UAE
axendo
www.axendo.me

UK & IRELAND
Artform Urban Furniture Ltd.
www.artformurban.co.uk

USA
MD3 Contract Ltd.
www.md3contract.com

Casa Design Boston
www.casadesigngroup.com


